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Step into the Driver’s Seat:  
MAC Annual Meeting 2013 Indianapolis
Rev your engines, because it’s time to head to Indianapolis for the MAC 
Annual Meeting! Come early for some fantastic workshops to increase your 
knowledge of digital curation and preservation of all types of materials. On 
Wednesday, you can attend the Society 
of American Archivists preconference 
workshop, “Developing Specif ica-
tions and RFPs for Record-Keeping 
Systems.” The course is part of the 
Society of American Archivists’ Digital 
Archives Specialist Curriculum (DAS) 
and one of the Tactical and Strategic 
Courses within the DAS Curriculum 
and Certificate Program.
This year we have three workshops 
planned for Thursday morning. Each 
costs $40, and attendance is limited 
to 30 people. The workshops include 
“Introduction to Digital Preservation Concepts” led by Geoff Edwards of the 
Indiana State Archives, “Reeling in Your Film Materials: Identification and 
Care Basics” led by Nadia Ghasedi and Irene Taylor of Washington University, 
and “Sprinklers, Steam Pipes, and Sewers: Mitigating Smaller-Scale Disasters” 
led by Hilary Seo of the Iowa State University Preservation Department. Full 
workshop descriptions can be found in the program: www.midwestarchives .org/
assets/documents/2013annualmeeting.pdf.
Francesca Coppa kicks off the conference with her plenary, “Building Archives 
of Our Own: Fans Conserving Fanwork.” Coppa is a professor of English and 
film studies at Muhlenburg College and currently is the Wolf Professor of 
Television Studies at the University of Pennsylvania. She is a founding member 
of the Organization for Transformative Works (OTW), a nonprofit organization 
established by fans to provide access to and preserve the history of fanworks 
and culture. OTW has established the Fan Culture Preservation Project in 
conjunction with the University of Iowa’s Special Collections Library. The 
OTW also created the Archive of Our Own, a fan-created, fan-run, nonprofit 
archives for transformative fanworks. 
The vendor fair will be open between 1:00 P.M. and 5:00 P.M. on Thursday, 
and from 8:30 A.M. to 3:30 P.M. on Friday. Sessions start at 3:30 on Thursday 
afternoon and will present some fascinating cutting-edge topics, including 
(Continued on page 3)
Harry MacQuinn and Ralph Keller, 
photograph, 1934. Courtesy Indiana State 
Archives.
This Year, Don’t 
Forget to Go Green! 
There are several on-line services 
you can now take advantage 
of through MAC’s Web site, 
including the MAC event calendar, 
on-line voting, membership 
renewal, electronic download of 
MAC publications and conference 
programs, and registration for 
the Annual Meeting and Fall 
Symposium. Log on to http://
www.midwestarchives .org/. 
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April 2013
Ellen D. Swain
President, Midwest Archives Conference
Dear MACers:
It’s hard for me to believe that my term as president is nearing its end. It has been an honor to serve in this position, 
and I sincerely thank you for the opportunity. I have always felt that MAC is a special organization. Over these 
past two years, I have come to appreciate this “specialness” more fully, through the unwavering dedication and 
hard work of so many MAC members who give freely of their time and talents. Thanks to all, for everything you 
do and have done to make this a high-quality operation! 
Speaking of dedication and hard work, the Program and Local Arrangements Committees have planned a wonder-
ful Annual Meeting for us in Indianapolis. Program sessions promise to provide engaging and thought-provoking 
treatments of a wide array of subjects. I should admit that Indianapolis is one of my favorite cities, partly because 
of my deep family roots in the area, but mostly because Indy is just a really cool place to visit! I know you will 
enjoy your time in the Circle City.
Please remember we will be voting on a $15 dues increase at the Indianapolis Members’ Meeting on Friday. As 
outlined in the last newsletter, Council proposes this increase in an effort to bring MAC’s costs in line with its 
operating budget. As part of this effort, Council has worked diligently to pinpoint areas where we can conserve 
monies and streamline activities to be more cost efficient. We ask you to please take part in this important vote 
for MAC’s future.
One of the ways we are working to cut costs is to move more operations on-line. As you know, MAC’s renewal/
new member form now includes a “Go Green” option to forego print and receive MAC publications via the Web, 
and, for a second year, we are utilizing an on-line election ballot that has substantially reduced mailing costs. 
At the same time, we are investigating news ways (or improving old ones) to engage members. The On-line 
Publications Task Force is exploring how the newsletter can be a stronger communication tool. Jennifer Johnson 
and the Task Force will be sending out a survey to members to gather your input. In addition, we continue to 
work out details concerning the new Speakers Bureau pilot project, with a full report coming at the Indianapolis 
meeting. I hope to see you there!
Sincerely,
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MAC News—Adriana Cuervo, Assistant Editor, University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign
documenting community tragedies and transformations, 
the intersection of archives and endangered languages, 
and records and information management compliance 
and governance. Immediately following the sessions, 
take the short walk to the Indiana State Library for the 
opening reception. At the reception, a special exhibit on 
the Indianapolis 500 will be open to attendees. 
On Friday, sessions focus on making Civil War collections 
accessible, problematic gifts, donor relations, proactive 
collecting, job hunting, crowdsourcing, leadership, 
management, and cultural heritage corridors. During the 
afternoon, graduate student posters will be on display. Be 
sure to stop by during Friday afternoon’s break to talk to 
graduate students about their poster presentations, which 
include topics such as Erotic Digital Archives, the Gua-
temalan National Police Historical Archives, and digital 
preservation. Their posters will also be available Saturday 
morning. One Friday lunch session will update you on the 
ArchivesSpace Project. The creators of ArchivesSpace will 
attend this session (virtually and in person) to describe 
the project and answer your most burning questions. 
Alternatively, you can join Tessa Fallon from Archive-It 
for a nuts-and-bolts talk on preserving Web content for 
future access. Both are great options! Lunches are available 
for purchase in advance on the registration form, so you 
can comfortably attend either session. 
There are plenty more exciting sessions to attend on 
Saturday! A lightning round will focus on Civil War col-
lections, in honor of the 150th anniversary of the midpoint 
of the Civil War. Sessions will also cover podcast creation, 
working with congressional collections, archival instruc-
tion, E-records workflows, and cutting-edge digitization 
workflows.
Of course, there will also be time for more than work-
shops and sessions during your trip to Indianapolis. On 
Thursday morning, take a tour of the Indianapolis Motor 
Speedway, or learn about Indianapolis’s history either on 
foot or by bus. Check out the archives of the Eli Lilly 
Company, an international pharmaceutical company 
with headquarters in Indianapolis. On Friday evening, 
along with the traditional restaurant tours, you might 
also choose to glimpse what it was like to be a fugitive 
slave on the Underground Railroad at Conner Prairie, a 
living history museum. Note that only a limited number 
can attend this special presentation. 
For those of you who still haven’t registered, you can do so 
at the conference. For your convenience, the registration 
desk at the Hyatt Regency will be open on Wednesday, 
April 17, from 3:00 P.M. to 6:00 P.M.; Thursday and Friday, 
April 18 and 19, from 7:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.; and Saturday, 
April 20, from 7:30 A.M. to noon.
All of MAC will be racing to Indy . . . don’t get left in the 
dust. We hope to see you there!
Green Bay Symposium Is “Packed”
On September 27 and 28, MAC is heading to Green 
Bay, Wisconsin, for its 2013 Symposium. Operating 
under the title “Refining the Digital Presence of the 
Archives,” the Symposium is bringing in nine experts to 
discuss technologies that can greatly improve your Web-
based services. The program will explore user-centered 
design, budget site assessment approaches, crowdsourced 
transcription, responsive design for mobile devices, and 
Wikipedian-in-residence programs. Other speakers will 
discuss Omeka for interpretive exhibits, scan-on-demand 
reference service, and realistic approaches to social media. 
If that program isn’t packed enough for you, MAC is also 
taking attendees to Lambeau Field, home of the Green 
Bay Packers, for its Thursday night reception. Barring 
a Thursday night home game, we’ll be enjoying beer, 
cheese, and other tailgate-inspired cuisine as we take in 
the legends of “Titletown” at the Packer Hall of Fame. 
Additional stadium tours will be available. 
Due to the technical nature of the program, MAC is also 
introducing a “second attendee” rate that will allow an 
additional staff member from your institution to attend 
with you for a greatly reduced fee. This will allow you to 
bring a technologist (second attendees cannot be MAC 
members) along to the meeting to help plan improvements. 
Slots in the second attendee program will be limited, so 
make plans soon with members of your staff to take part 
in a meeting that is destined for MAC’s own hall of fame. 
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Why Do Archivists Support Certification?
It provides a competitive edge
It strengthens the profession
It recognizes professional
achievement and
commitment
In the past decade, nearly 1,300 professional archivists
have felt it was important to sit for the
Certified Archivist examination.
The next Certified Archivist examination will be
held August 14, 2013 in Indianapolis, as well as
Hartford, Las Vegas, New Orleans and Orlando --
and wherever five eligible candidates want to take it.
For more information about the Certified Archivist
examination, please go to the ACA website
(www.certifiedarchivists.org) or contact
the ACA office (518-694-8471 or aca@caphill.com).
The Academy of Certified Archivists
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TREASURER’S REPORT—Daardi Sizemore  
Minnesota State University Mankato 
 Operating Budget 2013
INCOME
Advertising $ 3,000.00
Bank Account Interest  10.00
Mailing Lists  250.00
Gifts: Emeritus Scholarship  500.00
Gifts: Operating Funds  100.00
Meetings (Gross)  
 Annual  36,100.00
 Symposium  15,150.00
Memberships  32,000.00
Royalities  300.00
Total $ 87,410.00
EXPENSES 
Administration $ 600.00
Ballot  100.00
Bank Charges  100.00
Contract Services: Membership  18,000.00
Contract Services: Financial  1,000.00
Contract Services:  
   Meeting Services  7,500.00
Credit Card Fees  2,500.00
Insurance  3,000.00 
Journal  10,000.00 
Journal Awards (Even Years)  550.00
Marketing  250.00
Meetings (Gross)  
 Annual  34,000.00
 Symposium  13,894.00 
Scholarships – Emeritus  500.00
MemberClicks  3,500.00 
Newsletter  12,000.00 
Presidents’ Award/DSA  150.00 
Secretarial Expenses  850.00 
Vendor Coordinator  50.00
Other  0.00 
Total $ 108,544.00
MIDWEST ARCHIVES CONFERENCE
Treasurer’s Note:
The cash statement will appear in the July newsletter.
BALANCE SHEET 2012
Assets as of January 1, 2012   $ 241,528.32
 Chase Checking  66,989.45
 Bank of America Checking  28,794.64
 Lincoln Investment Accounts 
 Invested Reserves  53,292.19
 Operating Reserves  37,383.35
 Bowen Scholarship Fund  20,580.48
 Motley Scholarship Fund  34,488.21
Assets as of December 31, 2012  $ 236,385.93
 Chase Checking  60,824.77
 Bank of America Checking  21,002.89
 Lincoln Investment Accounts
 Program Initiative Fund*  59,122.62
 Invested Reserves*   38,377.18
 Bowen Scholarship Fund   20,582.51
 Motley Scholarship Fund   36,475.96
Excess cash disbursements over  
receipts    $ 5,142.39
*Fund names were changed at the spring 2012 Council 
Meeting to better designate the purpose of the accounts.
Endowed Scholarship Budget 2013
INCOME
Louisa Bowen Endowment $ 750.00
Archie Motley Endowment  1,500.00
Total $ 2,250.00
EXPENSES 
Louisa Bowen Endowment $ 750.00
Archie Motley Endowment  1,500.00
Total $ 2,250.00
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MAC Meetings and Symposia Update
Menzi L. Behrnd-Klodt, Vice President, Midwest Archives Conference 
MAC NEWS—Continued  
Adriana Cuervo, Assistant Editor 
In October 2012, we began using the services of 
DMN—Debbie Nolan and her team—to help with 
meeting logistics. They’re hard at work liaising with Local 
Arrangement Committees (LAC) and Council officers on 
tasks ranging from negotiating contracts to planning for 
hotel and reception venues to helping staff the registration 
booths—generally, just making life easier for our local 
arrangements folks! Below is an update on upcoming 
MAC meetings.
Indianapolis, Indiana, Hyatt Regency, April 
17–20, 2013
Although snow is falling as I type, I know that spring is 
right around the corner, because we’re all looking forward 
to a great Annual Meeting in Indianapolis in April! The 
committees have been putting the final touches on what 
looks like a fantastic program, headlined by plenary speak-
er Francesca Coppa and supported by a cast of dynamic 
speakers presenting engaging topics. Of course there’ll 
also be a reception, tours, vendors, and all of the other 
great experiences that make up a MAC Annual Meeting. 
The LAC has raised $2,500 in financial support toward 
its goal of $4,000. Huge thanks to hardworking Program 
Committee Cochairs Meg Miner and Anne Thomason 
and to the equally hardworking Local Arrangements 
Committee Cochairs Noraleen Young and Dina Kellams. 
Green Bay, Wisconsin, Hyatt on Main, 
September 25–27, 2013
This is sure to be an exciting and helpful symposium! Josh 
Ranger reports that the Program Committee now has 
commitments from all speakers. The program will include 
budget Web site assessment techniques, crowdsourced 
transcription, the use of Omeka for on-line exhibit creation, 
responsive Web site design, maximizing the impact of 
Wikipedia and social media, and incorporating scan-on-
demand reference into Web services. This program will help 
archivists add “performance enhancing” substance to their 
Web sites . . . without cheating! Deb Anderson and the LAC 
are pursuing an opportunity to make tours available of the 
famed Lambeau Field, home of the Green Bay Packers. For 
diehard fans (guilty as charged), what could be better than 
experiencing the legends of the oldest NFL team during the 
excitement of the football season in Titletown?
Kansas City, Missouri, 
Westin Crown Center Hotel, April 24–26, 2014
Local arrangements and program planning are well 
underway. Program Committee (PC) Cochairs Michelle 
Sweetser and Jeremy Brett, and members Ann Hanlon, 
Harrison Inefuku, Jeff Jenson, David McCartney, Peter 
Shrake, and Alison Stankrauff are planning themes and 
strategies for the meeting. The LAC, cochaired by Jen-
nifer Audsley and Audrey McKanna Coleman, includes 
members Lucinda Adams, Joyce Burner, Lori Cox-Paul, 
Heidi Hornaday, Anselm Huelsbergen, Letha E. Johnson, 
Kelley Martin, Becky Schulte, and Sheryl Williams. The 
LAC has toured the conference hotel, and members are 
working on finding a great reception site; setting up tours, 
vendors, sponsors, a blog/Web site; budgeting; and pos-
sibly reviving the Friday mixer or other event (stay tuned 
for more . . .)—you won’t want to miss out on any of this!
Fall Symposium, 2014
The planning team is considering a theme, possible meet-
ing dates in October, and potential committee members, 
all in preparation for a proposal for Council to consider 
at the April 2013 meeting.
Annual Meeting, 2015
Council was excited to invite a group to explore a not-
yet-disclosed location for MAC’s 2015 Annual Meeting! 
A proposal to Council is in the works, so look for more 
to come on this later!
Fall Symposium, 2015
As always, MAC seeks your ideas for future meetings and 
sites! What would YOU like to learn about, and where 
would you like to meet? If your area hasn’t hosted a MAC 
meeting recently, why not gather your nearby colleagues, 
draft a proposal, and invite 100 to 300 of your closest 
friends and colleagues to share what your locale has to 
offer? Please contact me at Menzi@xyte.com, and I would 
be happy to discuss your ideas or answer any questions 
you might have.
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Contact Emily Symonds Stenberg at restenberg@gmail.com if you would like to guest author a column or have a good idea to share.
Archival Resources on the Web—Emily Symonds Stenberg, Assistant Editor
(Continued on page 8)
Digital Tour of the Hoosier State: Indianapolis on the Web
By Brianna Marshall, Indiana University–Bloomington
This year’s MAC Annual Meeting will be held in 
Indianapolis, Indiana—the Crossroads of America. Some 
may not know quite what to think about Indiana; com-
mon associations include basketball, limestone, and the 
Indy 500, from which this year’s conference theme takes 
inspiration. While these are important aspects of Indiana 
culture, visitors should be aware of plenty of other things 
about the Hoosier state and its capital city, Indianapolis. 
The following digital resources should help anyone get to 
know more about Indiana! 
All Around Indiana
A good first stop for learning about Indiana is the Indiana 
Historical Society (IHS), which offers a broad array of 
digital collections to explore at www.indianahistory.org/
our-collections/digital-image-collections. Learn more 
about notable Hoosiers, such as Madam C. J. Walker, 
the first female self-made millionaire; James Whitcomb 
Riley, the famed poet; and Benjamin Harrison, the 23rd 
president of the United States. Read about Indiana in 
times of war, including the Civil War, WWII, and the 
Vietnam War, or access photos and maps from around 
the state. Before leaving the IHS Web site, be sure to 
check out the INDepth stories, brief historical anecdotes 
often accompanied by an image from the collections. Of 
particular interest to those unfamiliar with Indiana will 
be the story What Is a Hoosier? Visit www.indianahistory.
org/feature-details/what-is-a-hoosier to shed some light on 
the perplexing first question most visitors have!
Indiana Memory, www.in.gov/memories/, is another excel-
lent place for exploring digital collections from around the 
state. The collections are keyword searchable—although 
the ability to browse by participating institutions is most 
helpful—opening an easy portal to collections from public 
libraries, universities, and other historical organizations. 
Additional collections hosted by the Indiana State Library 
are available at cdm16066.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/. 
For more textual history, visit the Indiana State Digital 
Archives, www.indianadigitalarchives.org/, for an on-line 
index to almost three million state and county records. 
Operated by the State Archives Division of the Indiana 
Commission on Public Records, the Web site recently 
added the court records of Marion County, home to 
Indianapolis, dating from 1822 to 1930. The site has been 
recognized by the genealogy magazine Family Tree as one 
of the best state sites for three years straight.
Indiana colleges and universities are among the top 
providers of Internet resources documenting the state’s 
rich history. The Private Academic Library of Indiana 
Digital Library Collections at palni.contentdm.oclc.org/
cdm/ is a gateway to the digital collections of over a dozen 
private colleges and universities in Indiana, including 
Butler University, Earlham College, Taylor University, 
and Wabash College.
Indiana University–Bloomington (IUB) is home to stellar 
archival collections, many of which have been digitized 
and are accessible on-line through Archives Online 
at webapp1.dlib.indiana.edu/findingaids/welcome.do. 
Using Archives Online, browse the collections of various 
repositories at IUB, among them University Archives, 
the Lilly Library, the Black Film Center/Archive, the 
Folklore Collection, and more. These collections are also 
fully searchable.
The Ball State University Digital Media Repository at libx 
.bsu.edu/ provides a robust search experience for its digital 
collections. Explore the collections using an interactive 
media viewer, or focus your search on a specific subject, 
location, format, or contributor. Listen to the Middletown 
Digital Oral Histories at libx.bsu.edu/cdm4/collection 
.php?CISOROOT=/MidOrHis, which include audio files 
and transcripts of interviews with the African-American, 
Jewish, and Catholic communities of Muncie, Indiana. 
The Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis 
(IUPUI) Program of Digital Scholarship also of-
fers access to its digital collections at ulib.iupui.edu/
digitalscholarship. Delve into the history of our host city, 
Indianapolis, by checking out IUPUI’s exhibit on the his-
tory of Indianapolis at ulib.iupui.edu/digitalscholarship/
collections/IndyHist. Be sure to look as well through the 
Indianapolis Recorder collection, which includes digitized 
copies of an important African-American newspaper 
established in 1897, at ulib.iupui.edu/digitalscholarship/
collections/IRecorder.
The Purdue University E-Archives, earchives.lib.purdue 
.edu/?page=about, gives a glimpse into the archival hold-
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Emily Symonds Stenberg, Assistant Editor 
(Continued from page 7)
ings of the university. Of note is the George Palmer 
Putnam Collection of Amelia Earhart Papers, oldsite.
lib.purdue.edu/spcol/aearhart/. Few people know 
that Earhart became a faculty member at Purdue in 
1935, just two years before her 1937 disappearance 
during an attempted flight to circumnavigate the 
globe. 
Indiana public libraries are another great resource to 
turn to on the Web. The Indianapolis Public Library 
features many collections pertaining to Indianapolis 
history at digitallibrary.imcpl.org/cdm/. The Allen 
County Public Library hosts the “Lincoln Collec-
tion in Indiana” research collection at www.acpl.
lib.in.us/LincolnCollection/Collection.htm, which 
documents the life of America’s 16th president, who 
spent several years of his youth in the Hoosier state. 
The Monroe County Public Library offers a digital 
collection focused on Indiana limestone at mcpl.info/
indiana/indiana-bedrock. Limestone quarries popu-
late an area known as the “Stone Belt” in southern 
Indiana—to see footage from this region, be sure to 
view the classic Hoosier film Breaking Away (1979).
And, last but not least, the Indianapolis Museum 
of Art (IMA) Archives, www.imamuseum.org/
archon/?p=digitallibrary/digitallibrary, offers access 
to several digital collections. Highlights include the 
Miller House and Garden Collection; the museum’s 
exhibition records dating back to 1883; and the 
papers of J. Ottis Adams, a native Hoosier artist. 
If you’re attending the 2013 Annual Meeting, the 
Miller House and Garden Collection, www.imamu-
seum.org/millerhouse—a home of Modernist design 
located in Columbus, Indiana—is only a short drive 
from Indianapolis. Check out some of their digitized 
materials on Tumblr: digitizingmillerhouseandgar-
den.tumblr.com/. 
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Please submit “News from the Midwest” items for Illinois, Iowa, Michigan, Nebraska, North Dakota, and Ohio to  
Troy Eller at troy.eller@wayne.edu; and items for Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Minnesota, Missouri, South Dakota, and 
Wisconsin to Alison Stankrauff at astankra@iusb.edu. Submissions must be 150 words or less.
News from the Midwest—Troy Eller, Wayne State University, and Alison 
Stankrauff, Indiana University South Bend, Assistant Editors
(Continued on page 10)
ILLINOIS
Southern Illinois University 
Carbondale
The Special Collections Research 
Center has been awarded an Illinois 
Humanities Council grant to cre-
ate Petticoats and Slide Rulers: The 
Life of Mary Hegeler Carus, which 
will include a traveling exhibit and 
public programs about the life of 
Mary Hegeler Carus and women 
in engineering. Carus was the first 
woman to graduate with a degree in 
engineering from the University of 
Michigan in 1882 and would later 
serve as president of the Matthies-
sen and Hegeler Zinc Company in 
LaSalle, Illinois, from 1903 to 1936. 
Northwestern University
This winter, Northwestern University 
Library featured the exhibit On Her 
Own Terms: Patricia Neal’s Life and 
Legacy. The exhibit was based on the 
Northwestern alumna and Academy 
Award–winning actress’s personal 
papers, Hollywood souvenirs, photos, 
and other memorabilia now held 
by the Northwestern University 
Archives.
INDIANA
Allen County Public Library
The American Library Association 
recognized the Lincoln Financial 
Foundation Collection (LFFC), 
housed at the Allen County Public 
Library in Fort Wayne, Indiana, as 
Digital Library of the Week. The 
LFFC Web site provides on-line, 
full-text access to more than 10,000 
books, pamphlets, newspapers, and 
vertical f iles in the collection, as 
well as over 1,700 Lincoln-related 
photographs. The LFFC is owned by 
the State of Indiana, with the Allen 
County Public Library housing the 
research collection of books, photo-
graphs, documents, and manuscripts, 
and the Indiana State Museum in 
Indianapolis housing the fine art, 
sculpture, prints and engravings, 
sheet music, and three-dimensional 
artifacts. See www.lincolncollection 
.org.
Eckhart Public Library of 
Auburn
Amateur photographer Sidney B. 
Pepe of Fort Wayne, Indiana, took 
thousands of photos of covered and 
iron bridges in the Midwest. Today, 
the William H. Willennar Genealogy 
Center is digitizing Pepe’s collection 
to be featured in the center’s on-line 
archives and Indiana Memory, the 
state’s digital library. A Library Ser-
vice and Technology Act grant from 
the Indiana State Library is support-
ing the digitization. The genealogy 
center is a service of Eckhart Public 
Library at www.epl.lib.in.us.
Indiana Digital Archives 
Harrison County recently became 
the 40th Indiana county to have its 
naturalization records added to and 
made available through the Indiana 
Digital Archives. Four naturalization 
books containing nearly a thousand 
entries and spanning the era from 
1830 to 1926 were indexed as a part 
of this project.
Indiana Historic Newspaper 
Digitization Project 
Recent OCR technology advance-
ments enabled the Indiana State 
Library to digitally preserve the 
Indianapolis-based German-language 
Indiana Tribüne, which will soon 
be available on the Library of Con-
gress’s Chronicling America site at 
chroniclingamerica.loc.gov. The 
project is part of the Indiana His-
toric Newspaper Digitization Project, 
which is funded by an NEH grant to 
the Indiana State Library to digitize 
Indiana’s historically signif icant 
newspapers published between 1836 
and 1922. 
Indiana Museum of Art
The National Endowment for the 
Humanities (NEH) awarded the In-
dianapolis Museum of Art $190,000 
for its project, “Documenting Mod-
ern Living: Digitizing the Miller 
House and Garden Collection.” 
The collection includes correspon-
dence, drawings and blueprints, 
textile samples, and photographs that 
document design, construction, and 
maintenance of the Miller House 
and Garden in Columbus, Indiana. 
A National Historic Landmark, 
the Miller House and Garden was 
designed by Eero Saarinen and is one 
of the country’s most highly regarded 
examples of midcentury Modernist 
architecture. Visit imamuseum.org/
digitizingmillerhouseandgarden to 
see materials from the Miller House 
and Garden Collection.
Michael Feinstein Great 
American Songbook Initiative 
The Roaring Twenties needed a 
soundtrack to go with the unbridled 
revelry that marked the decade, and 
hot jazz delivered. Indiana had its 
share of musicians who learned how 
to play it, and, in the process, changed 
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Troy Eller and Alison Stankrauff, Assistant Editors 
jazz forever. Explore Blast from the 
Past: Roaring Hot ’20s Jazz now on 
exhibit in the gallery at the Michael 
Feinstein Great American Songbook 
Initiative located in Carmel, Indiana. 
For more about the exhibit and the 
initiative, visit feinsteininitiative.org.
Purdue University
The Virginia Kelly Karnes Archives 
and Special Collections Research 
Center featured the exhibit Jerry 
L. Ross: An Astronaut’s Journey this 
winter. The exhibit coincided with 
the release of Ross’s autobiography, 
Spacewalker: My Journey in Space 
and Faith as NASA’s Record-Setting 
Frequent Flyer and a companion iPad 
app, both available from Purdue 
University Press.
Traditional Arts Indiana 
Traditional Arts Indiana is formally 
archiving its fieldwork materials that 
document Indiana folk arts and 
folk life from 2005 to the present. 
Eventually, the public will be able to 
access all of its born-digital collections 
through the Archives of Traditional 
Music at Indiana University. Select 
collections will be accessible on-line 
through multimedia-rich exhibits on 
the archives Web site at digitalarchive 
.traditionalartsindiana.org/.
Willard Library 
The Willard Library in Evansville, 
www.willard.lib.in.us, has unveiled 
plans to construct a $2.4 million, 
8,000-square-foot addition. Listed in 
the National Register, the Victorian 
Gothic structure will undergo its first 
expansion since the library opened 
in 1885. Slated for completion in 
spring 2014, the addition will feature 
a gallery with seating for up to 160 
people for library programs, as well as 
a new reading room and an expanded 
storage area for the archives.
(Continued from page 9)
IOWA
University of Iowa (UI)
The UI Libraries have been awarded 
$200,000 from the Carver Trust 
to digitize the data tapes from the 
Explorer I satellite mission that led 
to the discovery of the Van Allen 
radiation belts in 1958. The grant 
will enable digitization of the data and 
make it freely accessible on-line in its 
original raw format. An immersive 
Web site containing materials from 
the Van Allen archives will provide 
historical context and interpretation 
for the general public, as well as curri-
cula to harness these unique historical 
and scientific resources and engage a 
new generation of students with the 
possibilities of scientific discovery.
KANSAS
Dole Institute of Politics 
The Robert J. Dole Institute of Poli-
tics Archive and Special Collections at 
the University of Kansas will celebrate 
its 10th anniversary on July 22, 2013. 
The Dole Archive will launch a 
collecting initiative to acquire ancil-
lary collections from Senator Dole’s 
staffers and will install an in-house 
exhibit highlighting Senator Dole’s 
accomplishments over the last 10 
years. The archives will also process 
the Dole Institute’s extensive events 
and programs photograph collection. 
Kansas Historical Society 
The Kansas Historical Society com-
pleted a National Historical Publica-
tions and Records Commission 
(NHPRC) project to describe the 
papers of Karl Menninger, author 
of numerous popular books on 
mental illness, and the records of the 
Menninger Foundation and its inter-
nationally known psychiatric clinics 
and training programs. The Historic 
Psychiatry Collection contains manu-
scripts of individuals influential in 
medicine, psychology, and psychiatry. 
See kshs.org./archives/218916.
KENTUCKY
Appalshop Archive
In 2012, the Appalshop Archive par-
ticipated in the Corporation for Pub-
lic Broadcasting’s American Archive 
Content Inventory Project, which 
aims to preserve and create a nation-
wide inventory of public broadcasting 
content (americanarchiveinventory 
.org/project). The project will enable 
the archives to digitize over 250 hours 
of audio and video materials, includ-
ing interviews with writers Bobbie 
Ann Mason, Barbara Kingsolver, 
and Gurney Norman; and footage 
of National Endowment for the Arts 
National Heritage Fellowship winners 
Bill Monroe, Jean Ritchie, Kenny 
Baker, and Ralph Stanley. Also in 
2012, the archives adopted the Col-
lectiveAccess content management 
system to provide a Web interface for 
users to search Appalshop’s collections 
on-line.
Berea College
Berea College has digitized a variety 
of content, including the Southeastern 
Kentucky Vietnam Combat Veterans 
Oral History Collection (banc.berea 
.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?DB=lo
cal&BBRecID=407842&v2=1); the 
Berea College Women’s Basketball 
Oral History Collection, which cov-
ers the program’s first three decades 
(cdm16020.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/
search/collection/p15131coll6); and 
audio and video materials in the Berea 
Sound Archives, including many 
hours of traditional music, college 
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events, and oral histories dating to 
the 1970s (libraryguides.berea.edu/
content.php?pid=339743/).
Northern Kentucky University 
Northern Kentucky University has 
received an NEH grant to conduct a 
security assessment of Steely Library’s 
Eva G. Farris Special Collections 
and Schlachter University Archives. 
In addition, the grant will provide 
security training for staff and fund 
limited security upgrades.
University of Louisville
Founded in 1837, the Kornhauser 
Health Sciences Library spent 2012 
celebrating its 175th anniversary. 
Events included a kick-off party 
for library personnel with food and 
gifts. Receptions, speakers, a film 
festival, displays, and a historic 
interpreter augmented two traveling 
exhibits from the National Library of 
Medicine. The University Archives 
and Records Center (UARC), Special 
Collections, and Digital Initiatives 
merged to form Archives and Special 
Collections (ASC), providing one 
physical reference desk location and 
telephone number, expanded research 
hours, and a single price structure and 
reproduction policy. See louisville 
.edu/library/archives.
MICHIGAN
Wayne State University
Walter P. Reuther Library archivists 
Elizabeth Clemens, Mary Wallace, 
and Mike Smith shared their expertise 
this January at an open house for the 
Wayne State University community at 
the newly renovated Detroit Histori-
cal Museum. The open house offered 
a full day of events, including tours, 
free lunch, a Detroit trivia contest, 
and historical presentations. Clemens 
spoke about “The Works Progress 
Administration (WPA) in Detroit: 
Treasures from the New Deal”; Smith 
presented on “The Detroit Auto-
worker and the United Auto Workers 
(UAW)”; and Wallace discussed 
“The Detroit Lions: The Early and 
Championship Years, 1934–1957.”
MINNESOTA
Minnesota Historical Society 
The Minnesota Historical Society is 
working on an National Historic Pub-
lications and Records Commission 
(NHPRC) grant to digitize the text 
from all of Hubert H. Humphrey’s 
speeches, 1941–1978, as well as a 
sample of related sound recordings 
to preserve the voice of one of the 
twentieth century’s greatest political 
orators. See www.mnhs.org/library/
findaids/index-WhatsNew .htm.
University of Minnesota
In 1888, University of Minnesota 
students published the first volume 
of the Gopher yearbook, starting an 
annual tradition. The last Gopher was 
produced in 1967, and a few smaller 
yearbook volumes were published in 
the 1970s and 1980s. In 2012, the 
entire run of the Gopher was digitized 
and made available on-line. The 
yearbooks are full-text searchable and 
capture the artistic detail unique to 
each publication. To browse or search 
the Gopher, see umedia.lib.umn.edu/
taxonomy/term/819.
MISSOURI
National Archives at Kansas 
City 
In December, eight members of the 
local community joined the National 
Archives at Kansas City for our first 
Citizen Archivist event. This half-
day event included an exhibit tour 
and time in the research room to 
work on digitization and data entry 
for a variety of record groups. Col-
lectively, the participants digitized 
1,141 images and created 557 index 
entries. They walked away with a new 
understanding of the archival process 
and a piqued interest in the records of 
the National Archives. 
State Historical Society of 
Missouri 
The State Historical Society of Mis-
souri has been awarded a third 
National Digital Newspaper Pro-
gram (NDNP) grant to digitize an 
additional 100,000 pages of historic 
Missouri newspapers published be-
tween 1836 and 1922. Focusing 
on the Ozark and Upper Plains 
geographic regions, the digitized 
newspapers will be on-line in 2014 
through the society’s growing Mis-
souri Digital Newspaper Project, 
which was launched in February 2012 
and currently provides access to 70 
newspaper titles covering 43 counties.
Washington University (WU)
A pair of extensive, unique col-
lections arrived at WU’s Modern 
Literature Collection recently. Their 
wide-ranging contents are anticipated 
to be of much interest to scholars 
and others wishing to explore the 
remarkable literary careers of David 
Wagoner (b. 1926) and Alexander 
Trocchi (1925–1984). Both collec-
tions contain many decades’ worth 
of drafts, letters, photographs, note-
books, clippings, and more from these 
celebrated authors. The materials are 
currently undergoing preliminary 
organization in preparation for full 
processing over the next few months. 
Both acquisitions are signif icant 
(Continued on page 12)
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and appropriate for the growing 
Modern Literature Collection, first 
established at WU Libraries in 1964 
as a repository for Wagoner’s and 
Trocchi’s literary papers early on. For 
more information, visit library.wustl 
.edu/units/spec or call 314-935-5495.
NEBRASKA
Send us your news!
NORTH DAKOTA
Send us your news!
OHIO
Brethren Heritage Center
The Brethren Digital Archives, archive.
org/details/brethrendigitalarchives, is 
a consortium of archives, libraries, 
and publishers made possible through 
a partnership with LYRASIS. All are 
part of a movement that traces its 
spiritual heritage to Alexander Mack 
and the baptism of eight individuals at 
Schwarzenau, Germany, in 1708. The 
on-line archives includes newspapers, 
magazines, journals, and almanacs 
printed in the United States from the 
mid-1800s to 2000.
Cleveland Museum of Art
The Cleveland Museum of Art has 
been awarded a project grant from 
the Visual Resources Association 
Foundation for the first phase of 
a digitization project, including 
100,000 individual negatives taken 
by the museum’s photographers 
from 1915 until the introduction of 
digital photography. The collection 
includes nitrate, acetate, 35 mm, and 
glass-plate negatives. With the grant, 
the museum will hire an intern to 
compile an accurate count of each 
type and size of negative to determine 
the length of time needed to digitize 
the entire collection and to accurately 
assess costs associated with the overall 
project.
Lloyd Library and Museum
The Lloyd Library has completed 
processing the Varro E. “Tip” Tyler 
Papers. Spanning the years 1926 to 
2001, the records document Tyler’s 
education and career in pharmacog-
nosy studying medicinal and toxic 
constituents of higher fungi, phyto-
chemical analysis, alkaloid biosynthe-
sis, drug plant cultivation, and herbal 
medicine. See www.lloydlibrary.org/
archivescollections.html.
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame 
and Museum 
some promotional materials for local 
performers, concerts, radio stations, 
record distributors, and venues. The 
photographs feature prominent jazz, 
R&B, and rock-and-roll musicians, 
such as Louis Armstrong, Ruth 
Brown, Aretha Franklin, Mahalia 
Jackson, and Memphis Slim, as well 
as local musicians, deejays, comedi-
ans, burlesque performers, business 
owners, politicians, and members of 
Cleveland audiences. The February 
launch of the exhibit included a panel 
discussion, featuring Curatorial Di-
rector Howard Kramer, Head Archi-
vist Jennie Thomas, and special guest 
George Hendricks of Cleveland vocal 
group the Hesitations. See rockhall 
.com/blog/post/9373_photographer-
jimmy-baynes-cleveland-rock-and-
roll/ for more information.
SOUTH DAKOTA
Augustana College 
The Center for Western Studies of 
Augustana College in Sioux Falls has 
received the research collections of the 
American Indian Culture Research 
Center (AICRC), which recently 
closed its doors. Founded in 1968 
by Father Stanislaus Maudlin, the 
AICRC supported Native Americans 
in rebuilding their institutions and 
promoted respect for Native culture. 
The collections include 33,000 photo-
graphs, 17,500 film negatives, 26,000 
slides, 4,600 books, 150 pieces of 
art, and more than 1,000 artifacts 
largely focused on the Lakota/Dakota 
peoples.
Dakota Wesleyan University 
With the passing of George McGov-
ern on October 21, 2012, individuals 
and media outlets around the world 
paid tribute to his legacy and utilized 
images and other materials from the 
Senator George McGovern Collection 
(Continued from page 11)
LaVern Baker, c. 1958.
Through April 2013, the Library 
and Archives at the Rock and Roll 
Hall of Fame and Museum will 
feature the exhibit Through the Lens 
of Jimmy Baynes: Cleveland Rock 
and Roll History, 1950s–1960s. The 
exhibit includes photographs from 
the Jimmy Baynes Collection, which 
is mainly comprised of Baynes’s 
photographs of live performances at 
Cleveland area music halls, along with 
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in the Dakota Wesleyan University 
Archives at Mitchell, South Dakota. 
The archives also received additional 
materials for the McGovern Collec-
tion, including photos, papers, books, 
and memorabilia.
South Dakota State Historical 
Society–State Archives 
The State Archives of the South 
Dakota State Historical Society 
was recently awarded a $57,120 
Documenting Democracy grant from 
the NHPRC. The two-year grant 
will pay for a temporary archivist 
to help accession and process more 
than 1,700 cubic feet of government 
records and to upload the finding aids 
to the South Dakota Digital Archives 
and WorldCat. See history.sd.gov/
archives.
WISCONSIN
University of Wisconsin–River 
Falls (UWRF)
The Chalmer Davee Library and 
the University Archives and Area 
Research Center, in partnership with 
the University of Wisconsin Digital 
Collections Center, unveiled its first 
on-line, publicly accessible digital col-
lection, History of UW–River Falls. 
Through photographs, yearbooks, 
and other historical documents, the 
rich history of UWRF comes to 
life. See uwdc.library.wisc.edu/dev/
collections/UW/UWRiverFalls.
Wisconsin Historical Society 
(WHS)
The WHS is in the middle of a 
multiyear project to catalog and 
digitize its map and atlas collection 
through a grant from the Caxambas 
Foundation. The collection, begun 
over 150 years ago, contains almost 
30,000 items and covers all of North 
America, with an emphasis on Wis-
River Falls State Normal School Orchestra, 1911–1912 school year.
consin and the Midwest. See www 
.wisconsinhistory.org/libraryarchives/
maps/. Additionally, the WHS has 
received a $237,000 Connecting to 
Collections Implementation grant 
from the Institute of Museum and 
Library Services (IMLS) to work with 
the Wisconsin Department of Public 
Instruction, the Wisconsin Federation 
of Museums, and Wisconsin Library 
Services to train more than 300 local 
staff in low-cost preservation mea-
sures to improve collections care and 
to help in emergency response. The 
training will consist of 28 statewide 
and regional conferences to be held 
over the next two years. 
Upcoming MAC 
Meeting  
Sites and Dates
Annual Meeting, 2013 
Indianapolis, IN
April 17–20, 2013
Fall Symposium, 2013 
Green Bay, WI
September 25–27, 2013
Annual Meeting, 2014 
Kansas City, MO
April 24–26, 2014
Fall Symposium, 2014 
Champaign-Urbana, IL
October 23–25, 2014
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myKive: Facilitating the Aggregation of Personal Archives
By Chris Prom, University of Illinois
The myKive project proceeds from a simple working 
assumption: that one of the greatest challenges facing 
archivists in the digital era is the fact that the evidence 
about an individual’s activities is scattered across many 
computers and servers. This problem is not wholly new. 
We all know that, when dealing with the physical papers 
of an individual, we often need to track down documenta-
tion from multiple rooms, buildings, cities, states, or even 
countries. The widespread use of networked computers 
(and in particular so-called cloud services) has exponen-
tially increased what might be termed the documentation 
dispersion rate. The scattering of records may be virtual, 
but the effect is real.
To address this challenge, the myKive project is testing the 
feasibility of developing a free and open source software 
application that can be used to copy, preserve, and manage 
personal social media records, E-mail, and desktop files 
that are stored in disparate virtual locations. The project 
seeks to weave existing and/or newly developed open 
source tools into an integrated package of services that 
can be installed on a Web server and administered via a 
Web dashboard. The software would provide a concrete 
tool that archivists could use to engage with people who 
are creating records of potential archival value, but who 
are not yet ready to donate those records to an archival 
repository. 
The proposed myKive service will allow people to push 
or pull records and information from E-mail accounts, 
blogs, Facebook pages, Twitter feeds, local computers, 
or other sources that are connected to the Internet or a 
local network. These records will be saved to a redundant, 
cloud-based server in a standardized, preservation-ready 
format. Regular integrity checks will be run against 
duplicate copies, and the checksums generated at time 
of packaging. Content will be stored with sufficient 
technical and structural metadata to permit its long-term 
preservation. Technically, the service will be based on 
very common Web technologies (Ruby on Rails, PHP, 
AJAX, REST, JSON) and preservation standards (OAIS, 
PreMIS). In providing these functions, the myKive project 
does not seek to replace a person’s existing applications 
or to affect daily behavior, but rather aims to provide a 
method by which he or she can aggregate and make useful 
content that is currently scattered to the virtual winds. 
As part of the myKive pilot project, the University of 
Illinois proposes to wrap four pieces of software into a 
Web-based dashboard application: (1) a social media 
archiving tool; (2) an E-mail archiving tool; (3) a desktop 
archiving tool; and (4) a visualization and mining tool. By 
focusing on three critical formats (social media, E-mail, 
and desktop files), the project targets format types that are 
most widely used by people in their personal and work 
lives. By providing visualization tools, the records will be 
immediately useful. We suggest that preservation be pro-
vided as a critical, but secondary, benefit to the end user. 
While users will certainly benefit from its preservation 
aspects, the project is based on the presupposition that the 
service will be much more likely to be used if it provides 
its users with an immediate benefit (the visualization tools) 
rather than a distant one (the preservation services).
As of January 2013, we have developed a provisional 
technical model and have tested application components. 
We anticipate that the application will use and extend 
existing open source software, which will be wrapped 
inside middleware to be developed by the University of 
Illinois Library. This middleware will link the individual 
system components into an overall “archiving” application, 
managed from a Web-based dashboard. The service core 
will consist of an application programming interface (API) 
that links the components, bundles them into a dashboard, 
and supplies back-end preservation services.
Within this overall framework, the proposed applica-
tion will consist of the following elements, shown in 
schematic form (Figure 1):
•	 myKive API: This element will control user and 
account management, system security, and preservation 
packaging. The system will use a Model/View/Control-
ler (MVC) framework to segregate application control 
and data views from the object model, which stores 
and manipulates information in user accounts, and 
the application logic, which determines how the data 
is updated, queried, stored, and viewed. As of January 
2013, the basic modeling work for user registration and 
authentication has been completed.
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•	 myKive Social: When we developed the provisional 
project architecture, we suggested that the ThinkUp 
application be used as the basis for social media 
harvesting, with appropriate extensions and links to 
our application core.1 ThinkUp, which is described as 
a “Social Media Insights Platform,” provides people a 
way to harvest and aggregate tweets, Facebook con-
tent, and Google Plus postings, then to visualize and 
understand the ways in which social information is 
being produced, consumed, and repurposed. During 
the fall of 2012, we installed the tool and conducted 
preliminary testing. While it works well for its stated 
purpose, several technical factors (including the fact 
that the application lacks a theming system and an API) 
impede its effective integration into external services. In 
addition, it is not a preservation tool; the system does not 
capture some critical elements of social media posting 
(for example, uploaded photographs, audio, and video). 
As of January 2013, we are exploring whether changes 
in the beta version will remove some of these technical 
hurdles. Alternately, we will consider contributing to 
the overall project in a way that integrates preservation 
services into the core, without impeding the overall 
goals of the founding project developers. For example, 
we may develop a simple API that will allow external 
applications to register user accounts with ThinkUp.
•	 myKive Email: The open source MUSE software is 
suggested as a candidate technology for incorporation 
into myKive, since it uses an open storage format that 
facilitates data reuse and transformation, including 
visualizing, graphing, searching, and browsing tools.2 
Currently, MUSE is a JAVA extension to popular Web 
browsers, such as Chrome, Firefox, and Safari. It installs 
a JAVA applet on the user’s computer. Once installed, 
it connects to a designated E-mail server, authenticates 
with user-supplied credentials, then downloads a copy 
of all sent and/or received messages to the desktop 
machine. MUSE provides visualization tools to make 
the E-mail searchable and more useful; for example, 
users can view E-mail by sentiment, topic, or user-
defined criteria. We propose utilizing the MUSE core 
Figure 1: Proposed myKive Architecture (September 2012).
(Continued on page 16)
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and building a server-based version of the software. We 
will complete initial testing of the application during 
the summer of 2013 to determine if it is suitable for 
this purpose.
•	 myKive Desktop: We propose using secure socket layer 
technologies and standard encryption techniques to 
capture and store desktop files from a local computer on 
a synchronized and replicated server. The SparkleShare 
application is suggested as a candidate technology for 
testing.3 Sparkleshare is an open source alternative to 
file sharing and backup applications like Dropbox and 
Carbonite; it uses Git as its back-end architecture.4 Our 
hypothesis is that we can establish a Sparkleshare server 
and then integrate the Sparkleshare synchronization 
tools into our myKive application core/dashboard in a 
way that allows a user to sync a designated computer to 
the back-end Git repository. We hope to add automated 
desktop file backup, synchronization, and even version 
control into the system. In theory, users will be able to 
choose whether to keep a complete record of the desktop 
over time, or only the latest version of the files.
•	 Dashboard with Visualization Tools: Users will be 
provided a dashboard application to manage the system 
components described above. Once they complete 
initial setup, users will need to perform little or no 
maintenance, other than keeping passwords current 
and authenticating from time to time, as required 
by the terms of the social media APIs on which the 
service depends. By providing visualization and data-
mining tools, such as those integrated into MUSE and 
ThinkUp, we believe users will have a reason to remain 
interested in and use the application.
One element of the service is not shown in the schematic 
diagram: the core API will include a plug-in architecture 
so that the service can preserve other social media objects. 
This will allow people from the computer science, archives, 
library, and digital curation communities to extend the 
application. Using those extensions and plug-ins, people 
will be able to harvest records from other services into their 
myKive. For example, the following record types might 
be included in an individual’s myKive, once appropriate 
extensions are developed:
•	 Blogs, using backup tools such as ArchivePress and 
WordPressDatabase Backup;
•	 Photographs, using capture tools such as parallel-flickr;
•	 Web pages, using harvesting tools such as wget, warc, 
and NutchWax; and
(Continued from page 15)
•	 Personal reference/citation libraries, using tools such as 
Zotero’s application programming interface.
At this time, myKive is a pilot service in the very early 
stages of feasibility testing, using funding from the Univer-
sity of Illinois Library Innovation Fund.5 The staff includes 
Project Director Chris Prom and System Engineer Vishnu 
Muthukrishnan, a computer science graduate student at 
the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. As the 
technical model is developed, external partners will be 
sought to engage in pilot testing. If successful, we hope 
the project will garner widespread interest and that it 
may serve as the basis for a collaborative international 
project, with significant external funding and a long-term 
sustainability/business model.
Notes
1. ThinkUp, https://thinkup.com/ (5 February 2013).
2. Stanford University, Mobisocial Laboratory, Muse, 
http://mobisocial.stanford.edu/muse (5 February 
2013). 
3. Sparkleshare, http://sparkleshare.org (5 February 
2013).
4. Git is an open source revision control system, 
typically used for source code management in open 
source projects. However, it can be used as part of 
any distributed file-sharing project. See Wikipedia, 
s.v. “Git (software),” http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Git_%28software%29 (5 February 2013).
5. Current information is available at the myKive Web 
site. See myKive, http://www.mykive.org (5 February 
2013).
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From the White House to the Boathouse: Preserving the Lost  
Records of Eisenhower’s Farewell Address
By Valoise Armstrong, Dwight D. Eisenhower Presidential Library and Museum
All archivists understand the importance of a stable storage 
environment and the need to maintain temperature and 
humidity with little fluctuation. Archivists also know 
that almost none of the collections they acquire have 
been stored in spaces meeting those requirements. The 
Eisenhower Presidential Library recently received a col-
lection that, despite 50 years of very poor storage, proved 
the durability of paper documents even under less than 
ideal conditions.
In October 2010, Eisenhower Presidential Library Deputy 
Director Tim Rives received an E-mail from Grant Moos, 
son of former Eisenhower speechwriter, Dr. Malcolm C. 
Moos. A native of Minnesota, Moos had served in the 
final years of the Eisenhower administration as a special 
assistant to the president. Grant Moos and his sister had 
come across some old boxes of their father’s papers at the 
family’s boathouse in Minnesota. Would the library be 
interested in them? 
Rives barely hesitated, waiting only for confirmation 
that the files did indeed contain speech drafts from the 
Eisenhower years before setting the paperwork in motion 
to accept this body of materials. The boxes, stored first in 
a barn for 20 years and then in a boathouse for 30 more, 
proved to be the missing records in a collection held at the 
Eisenhower Presidential Library since 1966. 
Arrival at the Archives and Processing 
Problems
The staff archivist who received the shipment of Moos’s 
boxes at the library gave them a cursory look and imme-
diately contacted the archivist who oversees the internal 
preservation program. On the initial review of the boxes, 
the archivist determined they were some of the dirtiest she 
had ever accessioned. There appeared to be mold on the 
outside of some boxes. Inside, all the file folders were filthy 
with decades of dirt and debris, but, fortunately, no mold 
damaged the documents themselves. Mouse droppings, 
insects, rust, and dirt, however, were all in abundance. 
The Moos records even contained pine cones in various 
stages of decomposition. 
The weather was warm and dry the day the boxes arrived, 
so a temporary work station was set up on the library’s 
loading dock. Armed with archival cleaning supplies, such 
as brushes, gloves, masks, and Gonzo rubber sponges, the 
archivists reboxed the records. A Nifilsk vacuum with 
variable suction control and a HEPA filter did an excellent 
job of cleaning the exterior of the file folders. The archivists 
transferred the contents to new folders when needed and 
vacuumed dirt and debris from the folder interiors and 
documents that required it. 
Because the library anticipated high researcher interest in 
these materials, it was important to process them as soon as 
possible. One side effect to their poor storage was a linger-
ing musty odor in many of the files. A recent workshop 
at the Northeast Document Conservation Center had 
recommended MicroChamber paper for such a problem, 
so archivists interleaved a few pieces of this paper in each 
box during processing, which completely eliminated the 
smell in a few weeks. 
Importance of the Documents
The timeliness of the arrival of this new collection was, 
frankly, amazing. January 17, 2011, marked the 60th 
anniversary of Eisenhower’s Farewell Address. In the Moos 
files, library staff hoped to find new information about 
the development of the speech, particularly the origin 
and selection of the phrase, “military-industrial complex.” 
The already existing Malcolm Moos Special Assistant to 
the President Records contained a great deal of informa-
tion relating to presidential speeches, but the files had a 
huge gap after November 1957. This corresponded with 
Moos taking over as the chief speech writer for President 
Eisenhower. 
As archivists removed the folders from the filthy boxes 
and recorded the folder titles, it became apparent that the 
arrangement of the new files roughly mirrored the original 
Malcolm Moos Records. The dates on the incoming col-
lection filled in the gap in the library’s existing holdings. 
The missing special assistant files had been found. 
(Continued on page 18)
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To understand the development of the speech, the Farewell 
Address drafts first needed to be placed in chronological 
order. As most were undated, archivists carefully compared 
the texts of the drafts. Beginning with the first draft, 
conveniently labeled “Commencement,” they noted the 
handwritten annotations and then located the typescript 
that incorporated those changes into a new draft. Working 
from there, archivists properly arranged a total of 21 new 
drafts of this historic speech, offering researchers a better 
picture of how it evolved in the late fall of 1960. 
The new documents reveal that the first draft of Eisen-
hower’s address included the words “military-industrial 
complex” and that the wording remained unchanged 
throughout the development of the speech. It is still 
unclear whether this phrase originated with Moos, or if 
someone else on the staff suggested it, but it is clear that 
this phrase was present from the beginning.
The new documents also reveal the length of time 
President Eisenhower and his staff spent developing the 
speech. On May 20, 1959, the president met with Moos 
and discussed the major speeches he wanted to give in 
the final months of his presidency. Moos wrote a memo 
for the record about the meeting, stating that Eisenhower 
especially wanted to give a “10 minute farewell address to 
the Congress and the American People.” Moos thought 
it was an excellent idea and believed his staff should be 
“dropping ideas into a bin, to get ready for this.” Moos 
began to draw up an outline of speeches and topics. On 
May 24, Moos and several key members of Eisenhower’s 
staff met at Milton Eisenhower’s home. The president’s 
brother often assisted in the fine tuning of major speeches. 
In the notes to this meeting, Moos wrote that the proposed 
final speech might stress “the need for common sense to 
accommodate the broad range of belief in the political 
spectrum of America, particularly when the nation may 
have an Executive of one Party and a Congress of another.”
Every archives probably has a collection like the Moos 
Records: an incomplete set of office files or personal cor-
respondence with troubling gaps. But few are as lucky as 
the Eisenhower Presidential Library. Not only were the 
missing special assistant records uncovered after 60 years 
from less-than-ideal storage, they proved to contain vital 
information on one of the twentieth century’s most influ-
ential presidential speeches. The newly received Malcolm 
Moos files prove that not only was Eisenhower intimately 
involved in the conception of his Farewell Address, but 
that this speech was conceived and carefully crafted for 
over a year before Eisenhower delivered it to the nation. 
(Continued from page 17)
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Heather Fox, Assistant Editor, University of Louisville
MACers interested in writing a column for “Mixed Media” are encouraged to contact Heather at heather.fox@louisville.edu.
Teaching Diversity and Documenting Change: The Indiana Universities Library 
Film Archive Educational Film Collection and Race Representation
By Josephine McRobbie and Asia Harman, Indiana University
“When we first started, these kids didn’t know the dif-
ference between checkmate and chicken liver . . . they 
lost so many games.” So begins the 1986 award-winning 
educational film The Masters of Disaster, which documents 
the struggles and eventual triumph of a chess team of 
African-American sixth graders in inner-city Indianapolis 
at the 1983 National Elementary School Chess Champion-
ships. This engrossing and uplifting film is part of one of 
the most extensive historic educational film collections in 
existence, housed in Bloomington, Indiana, at the Indiana 
University Libraries Film Archive (IULFA). Through 
the preservation of films such as The Masters of Disaster, 
our cultural history is more thoroughly documented, 
and beyond the insights these films offer into social and 
economic issues of various periods, they also promote 
an understanding of the conventions and priorities of 
audiovisual teaching methods throughout modern history. of War productions, and more than 5,600 programs 
produced by the National Educational Television (NET) 
network, the precursor to PBS.”1
The contemporary media has fully skewered and parodied 
educational and prescriptive “social guidance” films. For 
example, the faux “After School Special” series Strangers 
with Candy,2 the meta-movie criticism series Mystery Sci-
ence Theater 3000,3 and the thrift-store-curated VHS blog 
Everything Is Terrible4 frame many educational films as 
bizarre and antiquated cultural relics. However, historian 
Jessamyn Neuhaus writes, “Interest in prescriptive mental 
hygiene educational films constitutes a significant part of 
the growing academic and archivist attention to ephemeral 
and orphan film . . . [c]lassroom films make up a notable 
percentage of the films first collected by Rick Prelinger, 
who led a movement over the past twenty years to save 
ephemeral films and make them available to the public 
and to researchers, first in CD-ROM format and then 
online at the Moving Image Archive.”5
Examining the inventory of the 12,000 educational 
films recently acquired from the Lane Education Service 
District in Eugene, Oregon, comprising educational films 
from the 1920s to the 1980s, one is struck by the sheer 
number of titles in the IULFA collection that refer to 
Members of the Masters of Disaster chess team ponder the next 
move.
The IULFA educational collection is home to more than 
46,000 films dating from before World War II that were 
initially produced and intended for classroom use. As 
noted by the IULFA Web site, “Indiana University was one 
of the major university-based distributors of educational 
films from the 1930s through the 1990s, and one of very 
few distributors to keep and preserve them. These col-
lections include career training films, U.S. Department (Continued on page 20)
The Audio Visual Center’s logo used in roughly 25,000 
educational films belonging to the Indiana University Libraries 
Film Archive.
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socioeconomic issues and race. One of these films, the 
exceptional documentary The Masters of Disaster, provides 
a glimpse into the developments in racially integrated 
urban life in the early 1980s. The ethnographic films In 
the Rapture and The Rapture Family, both produced in 
1976, document and discuss a traditional black church 
musical drama in stunning and informative detail. “The 
Negro and the American Promise,” an episode of the 
Boston public television program Perspectives from 1963, 
features interviews with James Baldwin, Martin Luther 
King, Jr., and Malcolm X, and explores the nuances of 
social segregation and bigotry in the year of the march 
on Washington. Capturing these three individuals in the 
prime of their time as public intellectuals and activists 
makes this film an important historical document, despite 
the fact that some may find it stylistically dated. The 
series Inner City Dweller, produced in 1973 by Indiana 
University Instructional Support Services and available at 
the IULFA Web site, focuses on a resident’s attempts to 
maintain his house on his own as a mechanism to review 
the problems of low-income urban housing and living.6
This sympathetic portrait is characteristic of socioeco-
nomically themed educational films from the mid- to 
late-twentieth century, in which “a veritable genre of 
African American-focused ‘race’ films—by which we 
mean films explicitly about what it means to be black and, 
almost always, living in an inner city environment—were 
being marketed to American educators,” as Marsha 
Orgeron notes in her work on race relations in late 1960s 
and early 1970s educational films.7 Orgeron suggests that 
the political climate of this period, and President Lyndon 
Johnson’s stated objective for a “decent and orderly society” 
in postsegregated and postindustrialized America, was 
the impetus for this kind of programming, which not 
only provided social guidance for “appropriate African 
American behavior in the face of adversity” but is “equally 
about the role that white behavior plays in both creating 
and reversing racial tensions.” With this perspective in 
mind, these films are relevant as time capsules of mid-
twentieth-century politics and attitudes on race and class. 
Both private collectors, such as the Prelinger Archives, 
and public institutions, like the IULFA, are committed 
to preserving and providing access to classroom films. 
Preservation and access are key aspects of the IULFA 
mission. The IULFA’s role is to house the roughly 55,000 
titles in its collection in a stable environment to prolong 
their lives. At the Ruth Lilly Auxiliary Library Facility, 
(Continued from page 19)
A screen shot of the Masters of Disaster chess team celebrating a 
team victory.
located on the IU campus, films are kept at 50 degrees 
Fahrenheit with a relative humidity of 30 percent. These 
conditions will add hundreds of years to lifespans of the 
films, allowing for more time to preserve a larger quantity 
of them. Archivists and film specialists at IULFA write 
multiple grants for the preservation of these films every 
year. The word “preservation” can have a wide array of 
meanings, but, in this context, indicates either a film-to-
film transfer or a 4K scan (which is so named for the 4,000 
pixel horizontal resolution of digital film). All of the titles 
in the collection are curated and cataloged to enable both 
searchability and accessibility. 
There are currently 211 films available for viewing on 
the IULFA Web site, including many titles previously 
mentioned. By providing access to these films, IULFA 
allows researchers and individuals to catch a glimpse of 
how the nation has portrayed itself over the years and gain 
some insight into the American character. Films such as 
The Masters of Disaster, In the Rapture, The Rapture Family, 
The Negro and the American Promise, Inner City Dweller, 
and many others document the lives and representations, 
practices and struggles of African-Americans throughout 
the twentieth century.
Notes
1. “Expansive Collection, Extraordinary Focus: A World 
of Knowledge on Film,” Indiana University Libraries 
Film Archive, http://www.libraries.iub.edu/index 
.php?pageId=1002886 (6 February 2013).
(Continued on page 23)
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Up-and-Comers: News for Student Archivists—Justin Seidler,  
Assistant Editor
SAA Student Chapter at the 
University of Wisconsin–Madison
By Laura Farley, University of Wisconsin–Madison
The SAA Student Chapter at the University of Wiscon-
sin–Madison (UW–Madison) was very active in the 
fall 2012 semester. In October, it held the first annual 
Fall Archives Symposium, hosting archivists from Iowa, 
Illinois, and Wisconsin, and maintained an active Archives 
Month blog. Chapter members are currently volunteering 
at Circus World in Baraboo, Wisconsin, processing col-
lections for retired UW–Madison faculty and preparing 
their materials for transfer to the University Archives and 
the Radical Oral History Program. Look for the UW–
Madison SAA Student Chapter booth at MAC 2013—the 
chapter will be selling t-shirts and homemade jewelry! 
Three members will also lead a session on podcasting in 
the archives, and several members will present posters.
Introduction
The Michigan Women’s Studies Association (MWSA) 
formed on the campus of Michigan State University in 
1973 as an academic professional organization aimed 
at addressing the lack of women’s history in the educa-
tional curriculum. In 1987, the organization expanded 
its mission and created the Michigan Women’s Historical 
Center and Hall of Fame (MWHOF), the first museum 
dedicated to preserving the history of the women of one 
state, commemorating women in Michigan and honoring 
those who have made extraordinary contributions in their 
respective fields. 
In early 2012, Sandy Soifer, the MWHOF’s director, and 
Emily Fijol, the assistant director, identified an audiovisual 
collection containing content of enduring historical value 
as inaccessible to both staff and the public due to the dated 
format of the media. As a result, interviews with histori-
cally significant women from Michigan were frozen in 
time. However, through a series of chance meetings and a 
desire to digitize, preserve, and increase the accessibility of 
such a rich collection, a project and partnership were born. 
Study-Abroad Opportunities at the 
University of Southern Mississippi
The University of Southern Mississippi’s School of Library 
and Information Science is pleased to announce that a 
new elective has been approved for the graduate certifi-
cate in archives and special collections. LIS 580: British 
Studies is part of a study-abroad course based in London 
and Edinburgh. Required courses for the certificate are 
on-line, except for the archival practicum, which can be 
done at an approved archives or special collection near the 
student. For more information, see http://www.usm .edu/
library-information-science/british-studies, or contact 
Teresa.Welsh@usm.edu.
Past Forward: The Reclamation of the Michigan Women’s Historical Center 
and Hall of Fame Media Collection
By Elyssa Bisoski, Loyola University–Chicago; Kelly Kietur, Jennifer Patchett, Natasha Rogers,  
Elizabeth Thornburg, Wayne State University
In a collaborative effort, three distinct entities—the 
MWHOF; Allied Vaughn, a media solutions provider 
in Livonia; and a team of five interns—worked together 
to digitize, preserve, and increase the accessibility of the 
collection. The MWHOF had an extensive collection of 
over 400 titles, including 8-tracks; audio cassettes; reel-to-
reel audio and film; Betacam, U-matic, and VHS tapes; 
3½-inch floppies; and Zip disks spanning nearly 30 years 
of Michigan and national history. 
Getting the Archival Gloves Dirty
The project began in the summer of 2012 with the initial 
review and inventory of the collection. Employees of Al-
lied Vaughn, with the assistance of the first intern, Kelly 
Kietur, began transferring each item to DVD or CD. 
Due to the age of the materials, moisture had collected 
on many of the U-matic tapes, prohibiting their migra-
tion. To combat this issue, the team used an industry 
technique known as “baking” in which a tape is heated 
in a dehydrator to remove the moisture long enough to 
extract the content and transfer it to a surrogate.
(Continued on page 22)
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For the second phase, three new interns, Natasha Rog-
ers, Elyssa Bisoski, and Jennifer Patchett, organized the 
collection by dividing the materials into series accord-
ing to original format and then arranging the items 
chronologically within each series. As the MWHOF did 
not have a standard format for finding aids, the interns 
created one derived from examples of similar collections 
at other museums and using information provided by the 
MWHOF regarding rights, access, use, and reproduction. 
The next stage of the project consisted of a more com-
prehensive review of the contents. Rogers, Bisoski, and 
Patchett began this process, which was completed by the 
final intern, Elizabeth Thornburg, in the early months 
of 2013.
Finally, the contents of each recording were digitized and 
the total collection stored on a one-terabyte drive to serve 
as a backup to the entire collection. The MWHOF hopes 
to eventually launch the project on-line, thereby ensuring 
accessibility. On-line archives are an increasingly impor-
tant aspect of women’s history as they democratize access 
to collections, making them accessible to both nonscholars 
and academics who previously ignored women’s history.1
Personal Reflections
Kelly Kietur found that working with the MWHOF 
collection helped her appreciate the contributions of a 
number of Michigan women she had previously known 
little about, such as Mildred Jeffrey, who was involved with 
the labor and civil rights movements. The Wayne State 
University Libraries, where Kietur is currently employed, 
has the Mildred Jeffrey Collection of Peace and Conflict 
Resolution. Because of her work, Kietur now recognizes 
the significance of that collection and its namesake.
Elyssa Bisoski, while listening to an interview of social 
worker Elmina Lucke, learned that Lucke was the first 
person to attend college from the small town of Carleton, 
Michigan, which also happens to be Bisoski’s hometown. 
Bisoski found herself drawn to Lucke’s story because of 
that simple connection. As Roy Rosenzweig and David 
Thelen note in their book The Presence of the Past, people 
feel more connected to the past when they can make a 
personal connection, and they seek out historical stories 
that they can associate to themes in their own lives.2 Local, 
personal stories are exactly the type of history that many 
people find the most interesting, which will help draw 
researchers to the collection and to the MWHOF.
Natasha Rogers appreciates the collection for its overall 
content, which includes documentation of key historical 
moments such as the struggle for woman suffrage, the 
civil rights movement, and women entering the workforce. 
Rogers’s highlights of the collection are oral histories of 
women who had served in World War II as members of 
the navy’s Women Accepted for Volunteer Emergency 
Service (WAVES) and the Women’s Army Corps (WAC). 
The recordings tell fascinating stories of individual 
women, describe women’s struggles, and create a record 
of how women’s history has been recognized, studied, and 
remembered over the past 30 years. 
Elizabeth Thornburg found the process of listening to the 
voices of the past and preparing the finding aids for the 
audio collection to be nothing less than an honor. Listen-
ing to these voices reminded her that she benefits from the 
many strides that have been made in the recent past in the 
education of women. Her favorite pieces of the collection 
are an interview with children’s author and illustrator 
Marguerite De Angeli and speeches from various AAUW 
conferences. Elizabeth believes that preserving interviews 
like these will strengthen the bonds between the past and 
present for generations to come. 
Jennifer Patchett, who is an artist as well as an M.L.I.S. 
student, regards archival science as an extension of the 
creative process. Living in Detroit has instilled within her 
a profound interest in the history of this region, and she 
finds it imperative to preserve the documents detailing 
the journey that brought women to where they are today. 
As Marilyn French wrote in her eminent work, The War 
Against Women, “Considering the power and solidarity 
of the forces arranged against them, feminists’ success in 
improving women’s lot in so brief a time is dazzling.”3 This 
project confirmed Patchett’s belief in preserving women’s 
history for future generations so they may continue the 
progress of the women who came before them.
Final Thoughts
One important inquiry for any project is the simple ques-
tion, “Why?” Why is this project significant, and what is 
its value to society? Gerda Lerner, the pioneering women’s 
historian and activist, notes that history without women 
is simply incorrect. Women have always been a part of 
society, and so they have always been a part of history.4 
The MWHOF is part of a growing movement of museums 
and archives collecting women’s history to help right the 
historical record.5 The practical lessons of processing and 
digitizing a collection will be useful as the interns work 
(Continued from page 21)
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toward the next stage of their careers, but the knowledge 
that they gave voice to a once silent legacy will last forever. 
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New Members 
Amy Cooper Cary is now head of 
Special Collections and University 
Archives at Marquette University’s 
Raynor Memorial Libraries in Mil-
waukee, Wisconsin.
Jessica Farrel l  has joined the 
McDonald’s Golden Archives team as 
an assistant archivist. She previously 
served on the staff of Armstrong-
Johnston as a processing archivist for 
the Johnson Publishing Company 
Photograph Archive. 
Sasha Griffin is now the digital 
archivist at Luther College in Deco-
rah, Iowa. Her responsibilities will 
also include coordinating the Ar-
chives Leadership Institute, which 
will be held at Luther College for years 
2013–2015.
Kathie Johnson has been named the 
full-time curator of the history collec-
tions at Kornhauser Health Sciences 
Library, University of Louisville at 
Louisville, Kentucky.
Mike Kohl retired at the end of 
2012 after serving as head of Special 
Collections at Clemson University 
Libraries since May 1982. Kohl and 
his wife, Jane, plan to spend part of 
their coming years at a beach house 
on Pawleys Island, South Carolina.
Erik Moore is the new univer-
sity archivist and codirector of the 
institutional repository, the University 
Digital Conservancy, at the Univer-
sity of Minnesota.
Tanya Zanish-Belcher has been 
named director of Special Collections 
and university archivist at Wake 
Forest University in Winston-Salem, 
North Carolina.
New MAC Members
ILLINOIS
Charles Bjork
Urbana
Susannah Bingham Buck
Urbana
Lydia Tang
University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign
Urbana
INDIANA
Richard Bernier
Rose-Hulman Institute of 
Technology
Terre Haute
Courtney Butler
Bloomington
Katelyn Mulder
Eli Lilly and Company
Indianapolis
IOWA
Greta Grond
Northwestern College
Orange City
Jennifer A. Head
Sisters of Charity of the Blessed 
Virgin Mary
Dubuque
Patrick Olson
University of Iowa
Iowa City
KANSAS
Jocelyn Wehr
Kansas Historical Society
Lawrence
KENTUCKY
Harry Rice
Hutchins Library, Berea College
Berea
MICHIGAN
Sister Beverly Bobola, O.P.
Adrian Dominican Sisters
Adrian
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Annelise Doll
History Associates Incorporated
Calumet
Anne Johns
Grosse Pointe Woods
Amelia Mowry
Wayne State University
Detroit
Alexandra Orchard
Wayne State University
Royal Oak
MINNESOTA
Elissah Becknell
Minneapolis Community & 
Technical College Library
Minneapolis
Jill Vuchetich
Walker Art Center
Minneapolis
MISSOURI
Kelley Martin
Miller Nichols Library
Kansas City
OHIO
Dennis Cole
Kent
WISCONSIN
Peg Eusch
University of 
Wisconsin–Madison
Madison
Bruce Langley
Sauk City
OUTSIDE THE MAC REGION
Swets Information Services
Runnemede, New Jersey 
Between Meeting 
Council Actions
Unless otherwise indicated, all 
motions were approved with all 
Council members voting. 
On November 13, 2012, Presi-
dent Ellen Swain appointed 
Erik Nordberg to serve out the 
remaining term of outgoing 
Council member, Kathy Koch. 
Nordberg received the next high-
est number of votes in the 2012 
Council election.
On December 21, 2012, the fol-
lowing motion was approved via 
E-mail unanimously:
Approve Meg Moss as MAC 
copyeditor on a trial basis 
(for April Newsletter) at $30 
per hour.
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New SAA Publication
SAA has created a new open-ended series of modules, 
Trends in Archives Practice. The series features brief, 
authoritative treatments—written and edited by top-level 
professionals—that fill significant gaps in the archival 
literature. Each module will treat a discrete topic relating 
to the practical management of archives and manuscript 
collections in the digital age. 
The first installment in the modular series is Archival 
Arrangement and Description, edited and with an introduc-
tion by Christopher J. Prom and Thomas J. Frusciano. 
It explores the need to understand and use a range of 
descriptive standards to facilitate intellectual control 
and to improve access; the development of techniques to 
process born-digital or electronic records; and the methods 
used to make descriptive information about archives, and 
archival materials themselves, accessible via the Internet. 
Three modules are featured:
•	 Module 1: Standards for Archival Description by 
Sibyl Schaefer and Janet M. Bunde. Untangles the 
history of standards development and provides an 
overview of descriptive standards that an archives might 
wish to use.
•	 Module 2: Processing Digital Records and Manu-
scripts by J. Gordon Daines III. Builds on familiar 
terminology and models to show how any repository 
can take practical steps to process born-digital materials 
and to make them accessible to users.
•	 Module 3: Designing Descriptive and Access Sys-
tems by Daniel A. Santamaria. Gives implementation 
advice regarding the wide range of tools and software 
that support specific needs in arranging, describing, and 
providing access to analog and digital archival materials.
Visit the SAA on-line bookstore, https://saa.archivists.org/
store/, to order in print or electronic form.
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Inspection Is Essential! 
By Ann Flowers, Bentley Historical Library
(Continued on page 28)
Resources for Digital Imaging QC Auditing
By Sara Holmes, NARA
Having just come through two projects that consisted of 
digitizing microfilm, I want to share some of my experi-
ence with colleagues who might be dealing with similar 
projects.
My principal work is in conservation, but, since 1987, I’ve 
also been in charge of microfilm projects for manuscript 
collections and published materials. I was part of the 
team that assembled the Research Libraries Group (RLG) 
standards, and I followed those standards in all the 
projects under my supervision. I prepared the materials 
for filming, sometimes with student assistance, so that 
they would arrive at the vendor camera-ready; then I was 
available for questions or consultation with the vendor 
and did my own quality control inspection when each 
project was complete. I had experience with a variety of 
vendors and loved working with the good ones, who had 
high standards of quality themselves and were eager to 
correct their mistakes.
Digitization is wonderful for access, as all of us know. Our 
director initiated a project to digitize some of our micro-
filmed manuscript collections, with the goal of mounting 
them on-line so that researchers can readily use them. 
Because this was a rather large project, the University 
of Michigan required that we get bids. Several vendors 
submitted bids, and, not surprisingly, we went with the 
lowest, which was significantly lower than the others.
Since I had been so involved with the microfilming of 
these collections, it was natural to get involved with their 
All digitization projects should be regularly and 
promptly checked for problems during the course of 
a project. Whether the work is completed in-house or 
contracted out, the sooner a problem with equipment 
or handling is identified, the sooner it can be corrected. 
These sources can help you to know what to look for 
when auditing your projects:
•	 Puglia, Steven, Jeffrey A. Reed, Erin Rhodes. “Com-
mon Imaging Problems.” Digital Repository at the 
University of Maryland. http://drum.lib .umd.edu/
bitstream/1903/12953/1/Common%20Imaging%20
Problems.pdf.
Provides examples and brief discussion on recognizing 
and understanding the causes of common imaging 
problems, including tone reproduction, clipping, color 
balance, channel registration, resolution, bit depth, 
noise, sharpening, and compression.
•	 Stanford University Libraries, Digital Production 
Services. “Quality Assurance—Image Defects.” 
http://lib.stanford.edu/digital-production-services/
quality-assurance-image-defects. 
Shares information developed for the Stanford Uni-
versity Libraries staff who perform imaging and image 
QC auditing. For each type of image defect, provides 
images of the problem, descriptions, possible causes, 
and remedies. Image defects covered include improper 
cropping, banding, blocking, compression artifacts, 
noise, poor color rendering, dirt, hairs, and many more 
instances of less-than-acceptable images.
•	 Stanford University Libraries, Digital Production 
Services. “Quality Assurance—Cropping Guide.” 
https://lib.stanford.edu/digital-production-services/
quality-assurance-cropping-guide.
Demonstrates, with a variety of examples, proper crop-
ping with both narrow and wide margins. Also includes 
examples of inappropriate cropping and how to crop in 
special cases, such as bound materials or flat items that 
are irregularly cut.
•	 Stanford Media Preservation Lab and New York 
University. AV Artifact Atlas. http://preservation.bavc 
.org/artifactatlas/index.php/A/V_Artifact_Atlas.
Covers a wide range of defects that can occur in the 
digitization of video and audio, both analog and digital. 
Assists archivists without formal audio and video train-
ing in identifying whether an error is inherent to the 
original recording or the result of an imperfect transfer, 
so archivists can better inspect a vendor’s product.
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digitization. I assumed that scanning microfilm would 
be a very simple, straightforward process—you feed the 
film through a scanning machine, and images come out 
on the computer, right? Wrong!
I am a firm believer in the importance of quality control 
inspection for any kind of reformatting, and my experience 
with this project confirmed it. There was an interesting 
assortment of problems, many of which I could never 
have imagined before I saw them: distortion of images, 
overcropping with print loss, misplaced targets, missing 
pages, out-of-order pages—sometimes significantly out 
of order—whole folders missing (sometimes found in a 
different collection), partial images, repetition of images, 
variations in image size, negative images of positive 
originals, focus problems, and blank pages where there 
were none on the original film.
The University of Michigan digitization specifications 
require splitting frames when materials are filmed two 
up, or two pages per frame, which led to another series of 
problems: splitting of images from letters or diary volumes 
that should not have been split (because the writing went 
all the way across both pages), failure to split images that 
should have been, and a mixture of split and unsplit images 
within the same volume. The seemingly trivial issue of the 
resolution target layout being divided into three separate 
images at both the beginning and the end of the roll 
resulted in many extra images because of the number of 
film rolls we were scanning.
Billing was another interesting experience. As I mentioned 
above, the vendor had submitted a bid to the university, 
which was accepted. Surprisingly, the amount for which 
they billed us significantly exceeded that bid. The image 
splitting was likely a factor, since our page counts going in 
were for microfilm images. Regardless of the reason, the 
university had only authorized payment for the amount 
that was bid. I documented the needless duplication of 
images, blank frames, and resolution target divisions that 
had inflated the image count, and the vendor issued us a 
credit, which brought our payment back in line with the 
original estimate.
In spite of all these issues, the digitization company was a 
joy to work with. The staff members with whom I came in 
contact were unfailingly polite and friendly and wanted to 
produce a good product. I am not clear about what their 
(Continued from page 27)
quality control inspection consisted of—I felt as if I was 
their main inspector! Whenever I got back a batch of new 
work, I went through it with my usual care, just as I had 
with the original microfilm projects, checking against the 
film whenever that was needed. It took a lot of my time 
(more than had been anticipated), but it was worth it. 
We were spending a lot of money on this project, and we 
wanted it to be good. Researchers around the world will 
be using these materials on-line, and we want them to be 
happy and to think well of us.
The vendor has gone to great lengths to correct the problems, 
and I now await the final version. I would gladly work with 
this company again, but I would never take for granted that 
everything is fine without checking.
As an experiment, I asked our director if we could do a small 
project with another vendor to see how it would compare—
small, so that we could choose the company and not have 
to put the project out for bids. He agreed, and we went 
ahead. I had expected very few problems because this busi-
ness is more established and well known than the company 
we used for the larger project. I was wrong! My first quick 
inspection didn’t turn up much: a few cropping issues, and 
a few upside-down images, but a more complete examina-
tion of the film turned up a whole host of page reversals 
that occurred in the splitting process. In addition, they 
missed a folder break, so two folders were combined into 
one, and two collections were given the same identifying 
number. Their quality control inspection did not seem to 
be any better than that of the other vendor; like the other 
company, however, employees were polite, friendly, and 
conscientious about fixing the problems when I reported 
them. I would gladly work with this company again too.
This experience reinforced for me how essential it is for 
archivists and librarians to carefully check the product 
they receive from a vendor. We are all busy with other 
things, but these projects are very expensive, and, if they 
are worth doing at all, they are worth doing well.
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MAC ADVERTISING INFORMATION
MAC offers advertisers easy and effective ways to market products, services, and announcements. These outlets include 
its newsletter, journal, annual meeting program, and Web site. The newsletter, journal, and annual meeting program 
reach more than 900 individual and institutional members in the Midwest and across the United States; more than 
16,000 people visit the MAC Web site annually.
For more information concerning advertising with MAC, and exhibits and sponsorships during conferences, 
please contact MAC Vendor Coordinator Nicole Garrett, Albion College, Stockwell-Mudd Libraries, 602 E. Cass 
St., Albion, MI 49224; phone: 517-629-0487; E-mail: ngarrett@albion.edu; or visit MAC’s Web site: http://www 
.midwestarchives.org/.
MAC Advertising Packages
Publication and Frequency Size of Ad Cost Per Issue Cost Per Year
MAC Newsletter (quarterly) Full page
Half page
Quarter page
Eighth page
Business Card
$250
$150
$75
$50
$50
$800 (20% discount)
$510 (15% discount)
$270 (10% discount)
$190 (5% discount)
$190
Archival Issues (single issue) Full page
Half page
Quarter page
Eighth page
$250
$150
$75
$50
$250
$150
$75
$50
Annual Meeting Program (annually) Full page
Half page
Quarter page
Eighth page
Business Card
$250
$150
$75
$50
$50
$250
$150
$75
$50
$50
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because 76% of time travellers
agree that the future sucked
Attending MAC at Indy 2013?  
Schedule time time to talk Archivematica with 
Product Manager Courtney Mumma, MAS:
meetme.so/archivematicacourtney 
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